The following results on embedding manifolds resemble in their form Dehn's Lemma, the Sphere Theorem, and, especially, embedding theorems obtained for differentiable manifolds by A. Haefliger
[i].
Let M, Q be finite combinatorial manifolds of dimensions m and q, respectively. Let M, Q be their boundaries (possibly empty), and let ƒ : M->Q be a piecewise linear map. We define sing (ƒ) to be the closure in M of the set {xÇ,M\ f~xf(x)^x).
Let R = MC\f-l (Q), S be a regular neighbourhood of R in M (see [3] ) and T=M -S. THEOREM 1. Of the following conditions, (i), (ii), (iii), and any one of (iv), (v), (vi) are sufficient to ensure the existence of a piecewise linear embedding g: MQQ such that g is homotopic to f rel. M:
REMARKS. If M -0, we regard condition (iv) as being trivially satisfied. If f(M)CQ, we have the convention that the only regular neighbourhood of the empty set is the empty set, and so T= M.
In particular:
COROLLARY 2. Any element of n m (Q), where Q is (2m -q+1) connected (q^m+3), may be represented by a piecewise linear embedding ofS™. THEOREM 
If q -2m, there exists a piecewise linear embedding g: MdQ such that g is homotopic to f rel. M provided that M is connected, M is non empty andf(M) is not contained in Q.
We recall that if X, Xo are two complexes, X is said to contract to Xo by an elementary contraction if X = X 0 +a+r where <r and r are simplexes (boundaries & and r respectively), a = ar (a a vertex), af£^o, and TÇ£X 0 . We say that, if X, X Q are subcomplexes of a combinatorial manifold A, X contracts to Xo by an admissible elementary contraction in A if X contracts to Xo by an elementary contraction X = Xo+0"+r, and the following case does not hold: r£i£, crQÀ (À is the boundary oî A). We say that X is admissibly collapsible in A if X contracts to a point by a series of admissible elementary contractions in A.
The proof of Theorem 1 leans heavily on the following Lemma, which is an extension of a result of E. C. Zeeman [5; 6] to cover the case of a bounded manifold.
LEMMA. If A is a t-dimensional finite combinatorial manifold with boundary À, X an admissibly collapsible subcomplex of A, and K an s-dimensional subcomplex of A such that Kr\À~J, and if further (i) J is 7'-dimensional', r<s,
(ii) f£s+3, Theorem 3 is proved by an argument practically identical to that of Lemma 2.7 in [2] .
There are counterexamples to show the necessity for some, perhaps weaker, conditions like (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1. 
